
The amount of spinning reserve recruired to meet these criteria was
maintained at all demand levels from minimum to peak, with the load-
shedding restriction relaxed to permit an increasing amount of load
shedding as load decreases, up to a maxiitium of 1Q& (of peak) shedding
permitted at minimum load, but only if required to maintain frequency
stability within the above mentioned limits.

Results for Pakistan

Using the aforementioned revised economic ground rules, load
forecast, treatment of hydro power and criteria for system stability,
a dynamic programme optimination was carried out for the Pakistan
grid using the WASP programme described in Appendix A of the General
Report (l). In the planned expansion of the interconnected system,
it is assumed that the Karachi/Lower Sind system (KLS) will be
interconnected with the Northern system by 1983. Thus it was
necessary to optimize the KLS system independently for the years
prior to interconnection i.e., 1981 to 19$ 3 and the combined system
for the years 1983 to 2000. Tt was assumed that the maximum size of
units which could be added to the KLS system during the 1981 - 1983
period was 2^0 ?<3We, The optimum solution was found to consist of the
addition of three 250 MW coal-fired units during the years in question,
In carrying out the optimisation, the computer was allowed to select the number,
siae, type and timing from a number of choices including 5^ MW gas turbines,
250 MW coal-fired plants, 20(1-250 MW oil-fired plants and 200-400 MW
nuclear plants. The computer elected to build all three units the
first year of the study period (1981) and none thereafter. Presumably,
this result stemmed from the fact that the early introduction of the
units saved enough on the operating costs of existing gas/oil-fired
plants to compensate for the additional earlier investment costs.
Once such plants were operating, however, the reserve margins were
sufficiently large that no additional capacity additions were needed
up to the time of interconnection with the Northern Grid. These coal-
fired plants are assumed to burn Lakhra coal (high cfuality lignite)
and would be mine-month plants. Although the extent of the reserves
is somewhat uncertain, sufficient coal should be available to support
the required 750 MW. If no^j "the second optimal solution would be to
replace one or more of the plants with 250 MW nuclear units.



The second step in the analysis was to optimize the Northern
system assuming that the KLS system would be added to it in 1983*
In this optira. nation, the maximum size of unite to be added was
held at 600 MW through 1989 for system stability reasons and in-
creased to 800 MSI in 1990, Again, allowing the computer to choose
between gas turbines, oil-fired plants and nuclear plants, the
optimum solution called for the installation of one 600 MH nuclear
plant in 1982, one in 1984, 198? and 1988 and four additional in 1989
and 1990 respectively. The 800 MW unit was not called for until
1994 rather than in 1990 when it was first allowed. (Even though
not strictly pertinent to the Market Survey, the optimization was
carried out to the year 2000 to ensure that plants introduced during
the 1991-2000 period did not influence the optimum choice of alter-
natives during the 1981 -1990 period). In addition, necessary in-
formation was obtained on the lifetime plant factors experienced by
the nuclear plants introduced during the early 1980's. The second
decade optimization indicated a continued preference for nuclear
plants with the result that the system 'in the year 2000 consisted
of 60$ nuclear capacity, 28?° hydro and I2fo conventional thermal
plants and gas turbines* The levellized (i.e«, present worth
values) of the plant factor of the early nuclear units was found
to be about 65$.

Resulta for Singapore

A re-analysis of market for nuclear power in Singapore during
1981-1990 was carried out based on the so called "high1* load fore-
cast of the Market Survey, under the revised economic and technical
ground rules, and using the full dynamic programming (DP) optimization
option of WASP. In order to reduce computer time requirements the
horizon was set at the end of 1995, rather than 2000. During the
whole study period, 1977-1995, the DP was allowed free choice of 250 MKe
oil-fired plants and of blocks of four 50 MHe gas turbines. During
1981-1995 250 Me nuclear plants were also allowed to be chosen.
During 1985-1995 400 Me nuclear plants were added to the list of


